GLOBAL MARKETS

Australia - The Next Chapter
When the commodity market took a dive in 2014/15, it
presented Australia with a severe economic challenge
with many expecting a recession. The Australian dollar
fell along with commodity demands and a global
interest rate race to the bottom.
The solution for Australia was to wean the economy off
commodities and further strengthen the other service
and export sectors. However, doing that takes time and
an interim solution to sustain the economy together is
necessary while it transits.
Given the already high level of international interest in
Australia’s housing market, the heavy discount with the
AUD and a booming population that housing starts
could not keep up, the construction sector was the
natural interim solution of choice that could be
implemented rapidly.
Foreign purchasers were hence welcomed with open
arms. Cuffs were removed to encourage liberal sales
and lending to international buyers while red carpets
were rolled out to developers and funds to stimulate the
housing sector.
It obviously worked. The Australia economy stabilised.
Unemployment was held at bay and house prices,
instead of retracting, experienced a somewhat artificial
developer-led boom. Australia GDP grew, continuing its
25 years record of being recession free. However, such a
solution is not without consequences.
Foreign capital is largely biased towards city and cityside locations, which quickly led to an oversupply and
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price inflation in these areas. Given its favourable
international repute, Melbourne was the hotbed of such
foreign capital driven activities. Brisbane too followed
on a smaller scale. For Sydney however, due to almost a
decade of construction drought where median house
price only grew 21% in total, it was a long-awaited and
much-needed downpour. Sydney median house prices
grew more than 50% in the years 2014-2017.
Meanwhile, Perth lamented in the woes of the
commodity downturn with the property market virtually
coming to a standstill.
The price escalation and fear of missing out eventually
got to the Australians who were frenziedly buying up
homes or complaining about housing affordability.
Liberal lending practices led to market risks that raised
concerns within the authorities. Localised oversupply in
the city areas led to yields falling and rampant selling to
foreigners led to prices that could not be met when
valued for settlement.
While all that is happening, Australia’s service and
export sectors grew from strength to strength. In 2017,
tourism grew 6% hitting a record 8.9 million while
visitors spending a total of $41.3 billion. The number of
international students grew 13% hitting another record,
with over 700,000 students delivering close to $30
billion of economic value. Exports too are peaking at
$373 billion, with the energy and resource sector
leading the pack at $214 billion. Even wine export
achieved a record of $2.56 billion, up 15% in value and
8% in volume. Reserved Bank Of Australia (RBA) made a
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bullish forecast of 3.25% GDP growth for the year of
2018.

as irrational exuberance gives way to market
fundamentals.

It is understandably time to rein in the housing market
and put the cuffs back on. Limiting the sale of
residential projects to foreigners at 50% was reinstated.
Then came the additional foreigner duties and taxes
followed by toughening of lending standards for both
property buyers as well as developers.

For speculative investors who bought at inflated prices;
while you might have to cough up more money to
settle, the good news is the continual prosperity of
Australia is likely to make your investment worthwhile,
albeit over a longer period. For those who bought units
based on fundamentals, you will be all smiles in the
coming years being well aligned with the Australian
story for the next decade.

These measures present foreign buyers with a myriad
of challenges from valuation issues due to inflated
prices to lack of loan options. Throw in capital control
measures in China and you have quite a perfect storm
in the making.
Foreign buyers will likely shy away from the market
given the challenges while local buyers will face less
competition in both urgency and price as evidenced by
the recent falling auction rates. P
Property investors are now faced with a dilemma. The
Australia economy is now more diversified and
stronger than ever. The country continues to drive
towards a 54 million population target, bringing in
220,000 new and stringently-qualified migrants
annually. That makes Australia nothing less than an
ideal location for property investment. But the
investment environment has never been more
unfriendly.
As an old Chinese saying goes - effective medications
are usually bitter to the taste. While these tightening
measures might sound like bad news, it will result in a
stronger and healthier housing market going forward

But how about those who are looking to buy? Well, we
deem 2018 to be a rare opportunity for savvy, brave
and well-capitalised investors to pick up Australian
assets at a bargain given the current developer stress an opportunity which will not last long.
While Sydney is likely to cool, the current undersupply
condition is still keeping the market tight and hence we
are not likely to see a prolonged drought like the last
cycle. Melbourne is currently dampened by a case of
oversupply in the city/city-side but we are not
expecting that to last very long and the population
growth will drive a cycle of yield expansion soon.
Our favourite picks are Brisbane and Perth where
significant infrastructure projects are underway and the
current market conditions presents great bottom
picking opportunities. Investors will do well to take
heed.

DAN TOH
CEO/Founder, RunningStream Group
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